10. the night after last night
11. person who crafts poems
13. antonym for darken
16. physical activity
17. device for warming bread
19. connected to the Internet
20. tube inside your neck that leads to your stomach and lungs
22. causing someone to become afraid
24. homophone for hole
25. an answer

4. brag
5. There is a ___ plate on the back of most cars.
7. homophone for groan
8. taken without permission
9. unit for measuring fruit
12. chair for a king or queen
14. to know and remember someone
15. antonym for straight
18. busy street
21. to flourish or succeed
23. hanging, cone-shaped piece of ice
Spelling Crossword Puzzle

Unit D-7: /i/ and /ē/ 

Spelling Words

throne  thrive  toaster  frightening  poet
mileage  boast  recognize  oldest  lighten
throat  mobile  tonight  stolen  icicle

Teachers: Copy this word bank to the back of the puzzle page.
10. the night after last night
11. person who crafts poems
13. antonym for darken
16. physical activity
17. device for warming bread
19. connected to the Internet
20. tube inside your neck that leads to your stomach and lungs
22. causing someone to become afraid
24. homophone for hole
25. an answer

4. brag
5. There is a ___ plate on the back of most cars.
7. homophone for groan
8. taken without permission
9. unit for measuring fruit
12. chair for a king or queen
14. to know and remember someone
15. antonym for straight
18. busy street
21. to flourish or succeed
23. hanging, cone-shaped piece of ice